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SIR ARNOLD BAX
The piano music in chronological order of composition

Notes by Peter J Pirie, revised, updated and expanded by Lewis Foreman

Arnold Edward Trevor Bax was born in Streatham (then Surrey) on 8 November 1883, and, as 
he is careful to point out in his autobiography (characteristically called Farewell, My Youth), 

not on a bog island in County Mayo. In fact, he came from old Surrey Quaker stock, which had 
flourished for centuries between Dorking and Horsham (Sussex), and one of the few places in 
which this restless wanderer stayed for any length of time was in the village of Storrington, Sussex, 
in which, hard by the homes of John Ireland and Cecil Gray, he spent his last years. But he did 
not die there.

His life was not marked by any violent upheaval, or incursion of the outside world; he never 
had to flee before invaders, like Sibelius or Delius, nor was he ever exiled, as was Bartók; yet, in 
spite of his prodigious industry, it was no academic existence and a rich romantic glow seems to 
illumine all his years. It is his music we are concerned with here; yet, like all romantic artists (and 
he called himself ‘a brazen romantic’), the circumstances of his life colour all his work.

His teachers the Royal Academy of Music were Frederick Corder for composition, and 
Tobias Matthay for piano. This is interesting, for along with Bantock, Holbrooke, York Bowen and 
Eric Coates he escaped the influence of Stanford at the Royal College, a brilliant if somewhat 
stultifying teacher. Instead, he met the comparatively free and progressive methods of Corder, 
and consequently his early fight was to find direction, not as an escape from an overwhelming 
academic influence, as was the case with Vaughan Williams, but to cope with a brilliant and 
prodigious technique that was undisciplined and swayed by every outside influence. Composing 
copiously from the very beginning, his early work was likened to the music of Debussy, at a time 
when he had not heard a note of the French master. His first real influence was that of Richard 
Strauss, and it was mercifully short lived; in his lifetime the few com positions that survive 
from this time were disowned by Bax, though recent explorations of his early music reveal his 
personality beginning tro emerge even when he was still a student. 

He left the Royal Academy in 1905, having been there since 1900. In 1902 he first made the 
acquaintance of the poetry of Yeats, and his first great phase began. This was a period of Celtic 
influence, in which he imbibed the atmos phere of the Irish Renaissance to such measure that ever 
since he has been taken for an Irishman. This is an injustice; much lovely music belongs to this 
Celtic phase, but even this was interrupted by a Russian one, dating from round about 1910, (to 
which the First Sonata and the Two Russian Tone-Pictures here recorded, belongs) and there was 
little left of it by the late 1920s. However, the rhythm of Irish dance, and the lilt of Irish folk-song 
is often heard in the music he wrote before 1920. His first masterpieces belong to this period; the 
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the foundations of English key board music, but its most notable characteristic is its trans parent 
lucidity of procedure. It is in virtually text-book sonata form and its fascination is in part due to 
the perfect amalgam of the very English piano writing with the greatly refined residue of Bax’s 
romantic spirit, all expressed within the framework of the classical sonata.

It is simply and firmly in G major. The first movement begins with a statement of the first 
subject as if it were going to be the ground bass of a passacaglia; but after making an eight bar 
phrase with one bar extension the tune appears harmonised as a very orthodox first subject. The 
second subject, (with an even greater show of conformity) is a lyrical one in the dominant major 
(D) and towards the end of the development the first subject fulfils its threat of becoming a ground 
bass—but in perfect inversion! A big chordal climax ushers in the recapitulation of the first sub-
ject, ‘Broadly’, and the second subject follows meekly in G. There is a very forceful coda to round 
off this cheerful pawky movement.

The second movement is in E major, with a pedal G-sharp that changes subtly towards the 
end to E (tonic pedal). It is a very delicate movement, notable for its subtle and iridescent changes 
of harmony.

The finale begins with a shrill flourish, and then exposes a tune in one of Bax’s favourite 
finale devices; it is hidden in the inner parts of stamping chords. It is a brilliant and vivacious 
movement, and it ends with a tremendous passage marked Trionfale, culminating in a statement 
of the open ing flourish by way of coda. The sonata was published in 1934, and stands between the 
fourth and fifth symphonies. Although Harriet gave the premiere, in New York on 1 February 1934, 
and later in London at the Wigmore Hall on 18 May 1934, Bax dedicated it to the Irish pianist 
Charles Lynch who often played Bax’s music. 

O DAME GET UP AND BAKE YOUR PIES 
(VARIATIONS ON A NORTH COUNTRY CHRISTMAS CAROL)
‘To Anna and Julian Herbage in acknowledgement of pies baked and enjoyed “on Christmas 
Day in the morning” 1945’ Bax wrote at the head of this short piece. In fact the dedicatees were 
neighbours of Bax at Storrington, and were also the producers of the BBC’s influential and widely 
followed programme Music Magazine. A late flowering in a medium Bax had laid aside some 
years before, the theme is given in octaves; the first variation is lyrical and delicate, the second 
rhythmic and staccato, the third bumpy and jovial, the fourth and fifth form a glittering whole, the 
sixth achieves quite a Baxian climax, the seventh is very chromatic, with a sly humour that bumps 
the listener suddenly into a noisy and humorous cadence. The Herbages subsequently invited 
Harriet to give the first performance in a broadcast on their ‘Music Magazine’ programme on 23 
December 1945.

symphonic poems In the Faery Hills, The Garden of Fand, and Tintagel, the latter reminding us 
that Cornwall too is basically Celtic. Yeats transcended his purely insular Irishry, and produced in 
his last years universal poetry of bitter magni ficence; in the same way Bax began to transmute the 
more Irish aspects of his music when he turned to the symphony in 1922. The austere and brutal 
power of his first symphony is but the crystallisation of tendencies found in his early work (the 
First Sonata, for instance), and from now on his music took on many of the aspects of such late 
poems of Yeats as ‘Byzantium’ and ‘Lapis Lazuli’. 

The seven symphonies form a monument of heroic power, and may be said to illustrate his 
development from bitter discontent (Nos. 1 and 2), through uneasy calm (No. 3) to a fullness of 
acceptance and joy (No. 4), and then a steady loosening of all the early influences up to the last, 
and English symphony, crowning his life’s work, like that of his great contemporary Sibelius (with 
whom, surprisingly, he had something in common), with a Seventh Symphony of Olympian calm, 
power, and easy strength. Alongside these many orchestral works are chamber compositions of 
every kind, often including the piano, and much solo piano music, including four sonatas. There is 
some important choral music, and many songs. He was a magnificent pianist, who did not know 
the meaning of the word difficulty, and much of his piano music is far from easy.

He lived to be knighted for his work as a composer, and to become Master of the Queen’s 
Musick, but his restless wandering, that had gone on all his life, and taken him to Russia in his 
youth, still went on; it took him as far as the Arctic Circle, while much of his later music was 
written in the north of Scotland (the great Winter Legends for piano and orchestra springs to 
mind – almost another symphony). As has been said, his music became more ‘English’ at the last, 
and he settled in Sussex, not far from the Horsham that had known some of his ancestors; but 
when he came to die it was, after all, in Eire, shortly before his seventieth birthday, (a birthday 
whose prospect he cursed and dreaded) in 1953.

The piano music of Arnold Bax stands a little apart from the rest of modern English music 
for the medium. This latter usually tends to be spare, wistful, predominantly chordal, small in 
scale, the equivalent of ‘Georgian’ poetry. The very distinguished piano music of John Ireland 
is perhaps the best and most typical, and something of Ireland’s spirit, and much of his letter, 
haunts a good deal of minor English piano music. He is a safer model than the very individual and 
pungent Bax, and if we hear sometimes a strange echo of the older master in the serial music of 
Humphrey Searle, it is only be cause of their common ancestry in Liszt.

But one may find traces of much late romantic music in that of Bax, if one is interested in 
that game; yet it is precisely the pungency of his explicit musical personality that turns critics 
of the antiseptic school against him; they paid Liszt the same compliment not so long ago, and 
for the same reason. Equally misinformed is the comparison with Delius; most of Bax’s huge 
output is in sonata form, which Delius hated, and while the music of Delius is most frequently 



contemplative, ecstatic, and dramatic only by lyrical emphasis, that of Bax is dramatic, passionate, 
often tragic, rhythmically dynamic, and rooted in the dramatic oppositions of the sonata style. 
Beginning in complexity, Bax’s piano music becomes more simple from work to work, until his 
last piano composition, the variations on ‘Oh Dame get up and bake your pies’, is quite startlingly 
simple. But even in his early and most elaborate piano music the basis is simple, often enough; his 
elaboration is of orna ment, not design. The charge of diffuseness and formlessness has also been 
much exaggerated. In most of his first move ments Bax uses a certain very personal device; the 
opening material generates the subsequent themes. How far this is conscious I do not know, but 
Bax hinted at something of the sort in a programme note he once wrote for his Third Sym phony. 
This opening theme often swings round a single note, usually the third of the tonic chord, in a 
manner that throws the emphasis on the basic rhythm. This often develops into a driving rhythm, 
later in the movement; another derivative is sometimes a chant like theme that has aptly been 
termed ‘liturgical’, while the more lyrical elements will sometimes directly engender the second 
subject.

As in Mahler, the development section is often long and elaborate, and forms at times almost 
an integral slow movement. Scherzos are rare, Bax favouring either one or three movement 
forms, but they turn up in unexpected places; the middle movement of the Viola Sonata and 
the last movement of the Sixth Symphony, for instance. But the most typical Bax sonata device 
is the Epilogue, which sums up the preceding movements, using melodic and harmonic devices 
common to them in dramatic or declensive transformation.

The short pieces reveal extraordinary variety of mood and treatment. They range from the 
short powerful Paean to the long and brooding Winter Waters, from the witty Serpent Dance to the 
glittering Toccata, from the lyric sweetness of Water Music to the buffoonery of Burlesque and the 
tender ness of Lullaby. These pieces are a compendium of every possible method of writing for the 
piano, and the brilliance of technique often sets off tunes of haunting beauty.

DISC ONE

SONATA NO. 1  IN  F-SHARP MINOR
This was written in Russia, in the summer of 1910, whence Bax had gone in pursuit of a tragic 
love affair with a Russian girl who married another, and twenty years later died of typhoid 
fever as a result of her experiences in the revolution and later. The sonata bears broad signs of 
Russian influence (Balakirev, etc.) and its air of hectic defiance belongs to the time in which it 
was written.

Like the sonata of Liszt it is in one movement, and Liszt is another source of the piano writing 
and texture; it is more of a mood and piece than the Liszt however; the moods of tenderness and 
quiet that it contains are short lived, and seem to pass over the surface of its proud violence. It 
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giving a sense that the same spell that set it in motion is winding it up. This spell looks, on paper, 
like a quotation from the opening of the Second Sonata, but the key is sharp and the tempo 
moderately fast. In fact, the general mood and texture of this sonata are bright and glittering 
compared with the dark and passionate brooding of the Second. As is usual, the the matic material 
grows out of the initial complex, in particular the device of swaying at the interval of a third that 
marks the top line of these initial chords. This device permeates even the second subject group, 
which enters characteristically with a slowing down to Andante con moto. But the subsequent 
devel opment gains rapidly in speed and brilliance, and the recapitu lation culminates, after chords 
of thunderous power ‘senza tempo’, in the greatest brilliance. The coda refers to the opening 
material.

The slow movement, Lento moderato, begins and ends in G major, with a long passage in 
E-flat major. It juxtaposes lyrical material of extreme simplicity with passages so chro matic as 
to suggest serial music, or the non-serial scene by the lake in Wozzeck; a very original scheme, a 
most interesting effect.

The finale, after a few bars of dotted rhythm work-up, moves into a dance-theme distinguished 
by the repeated notes common to so much material in this sonata; they propel the music forward, 
and this characteristic rhythm haunts even the Moderato molto espressivo middle section. When 
the opening section returns, it is with a more elaborate version of the introductory figure, which, 
after bringing back the principle dance-tune, subsides ingeniously into the material of the opening 
of the first movement, bringing the sonata to an end with its own QED.

PAEAN (Passacaglia)
Published in 1929, Bax declared this was to be his last piano piece, but, in fact, he later wrote the 
Legend (not known when Iris Loveridge recorded this collection) in the mid-1930s, suppressed 
by Harriet because she was jealous of the pianist John Simons for whom Bax had written it. 
There were a few other late pieces of little consequence. In any case, Paean makes a magnificent 
orchestral piece, and has featured as such upon a Royal occasion. It is a Passacaglia, upon an 
impressive subject, and full of pride, and a triumph that with Bax was always not untouched with 
the bitterness of a hard struggle won through. It is quite short, in one steadily mounting climax, 
with powerful dark writing for the instrument, and an ending that strains it to the uttermost—
really orchestral, as has been implied.

PIANO SONATA No. 4 in G
The shadow of Liszt’s great single-movement sonata hangs heavily over Bax’s first two sonatas; 
but his whole career as a composer was a process of textural refinement, and a loos ening of all 
the multitudinous influences of his youth, in the direction of freeing his own personality, and his 
own essen tial Englishness. There are passages in this sonata that stand in the direct tradition of 
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first appeared under various titles – ‘Romantic Tone-Poem’ and ‘Symphonic Phantasy’ as well as 
Sonata - and it was played several times thus by Myra Hess, before Harriet Cohen came on the 
scene in 1920. The work assumed its final form in 1921.

 A theme that assumes much importance later is heard at once, in octaves between the two 
hands, punctuated with off-beat chromatic chords; it returns repeatedly to G-sharp, and has the 
effect of a rhythmic emphasis of that note, a device very typical of Bax. It develops with glittering 
passion for several pages, and then collapses into a threatening thunder in the bass. From this 
arises a fragment of a theme marked ‘sospirando’ (sighing); this becomes a lyrical theme in the 
home key of F-sharp minor. From here the music moves to a very chromatic B minor, in which 
another theme marked Allegro passionato is heard; it is con structed of minims and dotted minims 
punctuated with triplets and grace notes. The exposition draws to a close, with a final derivative 
of the ‘sospirando’ theme as a rhythmic figure in B minor chords, emerging just before the music 
sinks into the darkness in a way reminiscent of the end of Liszt’s sonata. It might be remarked 
here that, although Bax is often accused of prolixity in his sonata movements, an examination 
of the themes used in any one movement usually reveals all sorts of internal relationships, until 
one becomes convinced that they could all have been derived from each other. It is so here. The 
development opens quietly in the tempo of the opening; for a moment the music is delicate and 
still. Then a sudden storm brings in the first subject, centering round A-flat, with a D-natural trill 
in the bass. The storm is brief, and the quiet developing resumes. A further storm brings in the 
‘sospirando’ theme, and it becomes obvious that the recapitulation is being telescoped into the 
end of the development. For there follows a long passage marked ‘Languido e lontano’, based on 
the theme marked Allegro passionato in the exposition; it moves slowly into an F-sharp major 
version of the rhythmic derivative of the ‘sospirando’ theme which moves steadily to a terrific 
climax. At the peak of this the first subject is thundered out in the major, and there follows a long 
epilogue, not named as such, but the obvious generator of this typical Bax structural device. At the 
end Bax presents a brilliant re-creation of the carillon of church bells he had heard when arriving 
in St Petersburg at Easter 1910. It brings the sonata to a close in the major. This work affirms 
where Liszt’s sonata appears to deny, but its affirmation is shot through with a hectic light. It was 
revised between 1917 and 1921. 

CONCERT VALSE IN E-FLAT
Written for Myra Hess this little-known Bax piano piece – his first published piano work – is dated 
16 February 1910 and was first performed by Miss Hess on 18 March 1910. 
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BURLESQUE
This was one of a number of short pieces that Bax pub lished with Murdoch & Murdoch in 1920, 
and was, in fact, the first. The fun lies in the silly little tune that is thoroughly chased around and 
knocked about all over the keyboard. Here we catch a glimpse of three characteristics of the man 
that are seldom remarked—a dangerous sense of humour, virtuosity, and a delight in manipulating 
the keyboard. Here all is boisterous hilarity—a sort of boorish high-spirited clumsiness. Frequent 
changes of time-signature are a feature of the music. With its succession of unequal phrases and 
rapidly shifting harmony it is surely a response to what Bax had heard at the Russian Ballet, 
which he had worshiped before the war and which had returned to London late in 1918. After 
a variety of antics gaiety prevails and the piece ends with a mocking laugh. Without dedication 
when it was first published, Bax later inscribed it to the pianist Iso Elinson, a Second World War 
neighbour, when it was reissued in 1945.  

COUNTRY-TUNE
I suspect a trace of burlesque in this one too. There is a passage in fifths half way through (by way 
of trio) that has another line of fifths moving away from it in the bass, in the manner of a certain 
august contemporary of Bax much given to ‘country tunes’. Bax had a wicked sense of humour, 
defensive of an agonising shyness. For the rest, there is a suspiciously simple diatonic tune and 
much clear and fresh invention. It was published in 1921.

A HILL-TUNE
One of his loveliest miniatures, dating from just before the ‘twenties. The tune, which dates from 
1908 when it first appeared in Bax’s early String Quintet in G, is an exquisite one. It is heard at 
the opening against silvery passage-work in the treble; a middle section makes a short climax and 
the music sinks quietly to rest. 

MEDITERRANEAN
This belongs to the same period as the last piece, and throws an unusual light on Bax, being 
sensuous, southern, and languid. It contains two elements, a castanet rhythm and the scraps of 
languid songs that float through the texture. The sultry atmosphere underlining how the piece 
celebrated a holiday that Arnold and his brother Clifford had taken with Gustav Holst and Balfour 
Gardiner in Spain and the island of Majorca in the spring of 1913. There is a very successful 
orchestral version which Bax dedicated to Holst.

PIANO SONATA No. 3 IN G-SHARP MINOR
Dedicated, like its predecessor, to Harriet Cohen, this sonata was published in 1929, and is roughly 
contemporary with the Third Symphony. Unlike the first two sonatas, which are one movement 
works, it is in three movements. In form, it returns at its end to the music with which it opened, 
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First performed at the same Wigmore Hall concert at which Harriet Cohen played the Slave 
Girl, in June 1920, it suggests Bax engaging with a post-Easter Rising Ireland, tangling legend and 
the contemporary reality that he had recently witnessed on a first visit to Dublin after more than 
five years.

DISC THREE

Three pieces for J. M. Barrie’s 1920 whimsical play The Truth About the Russian Dancers – which 
featured the ballerina Tamara Karsarvina in a role in which she had to dance all her lines -  were 
later arranged by the composer for piano and they were published in 1929 with titles that make 
no reference to their source. 

CEREMONIAL DANCE
The Ceremonial Dance was, in fact, the overture to the music. It is in 3/4 time, Tempo di Menuetto, 
and the joke of the pastiche Russian ballet music is underlined by the use of a spoof ‘Russian 
tune’.

SERPENT DANCE
Peter Pirie was hard on this piece referring to it as ‘a half humorous piece of oriental tushery, 
complete with wailing pipe and swaying snake’. In fact it is ‘Karissima’s Farewell’ at the end of the 
play when the ballerina who has apparently died rises from her couch at the Maestro’s bidding 
who then takes her place on the bier.

WATER MUSIC
A favourite of Peter Pirie. It is cool and limpid music, Lento espressivo, with a singing top line 
accompanied by a variety of trickling figures; the impression it leaves is one of peace, as of a brook 
in summer. In The Truth About the Russian Dancers it appears as the ‘Dance of Motherhood’ 
which with its gorgeous horn tune (heard at the outset) is the faux-emotional climax of the play. 
As Karissima (Karsavina) dances with her baby we have not yet realised the truth about the 
Russian Dancers which is that ‘Maestro makes them all’!  Bax dedicated the piano transcription 
to Lady George Cholmondeley, who when she had been Mrs Christopher Lowther had created not 
only Bax’s wartime ballet From Dusk Till Dawn but also Elgar’s The Sanguine Fan. 

LULLABY
When this piece was first published, in 1920, it became something of a favourite with recitalists. It 
is a very lovely small thing, too small and simple for analysis, but with all the traditional effects of 
rocking cradle and singing tune. Its ending, with octave acciaccaturas, is deeply poetic. It is dated 
27 April 1920. It is in the form of a song in three varied verses, each followed by a refrain. The 
second verse is more intense the harmony becoming elaborately chromatic.

11

TWO RUSSIAN TONE PICTURES
1. Nocturne; May Night in the Ukraine.
2. National Dance; Gopak.
If the first Piano Sonata documents Bax’s romantic adventures in Russia in the late Spring of 
1910, these short pieces are effectively vivid picture postcards from his time there. The two belong 
to the period and influences of the First Sonata. The first is a resplendent and luxurious nocturne, 
full of haunting invention, dominated by two very different tunes. The piano writing is sumptuous. 
The second is a vast exten sion of the well known dance, a powerful example of Bax’s powers of 
rhythmic invention and propulsion. Nocturne is dedicated to ‘Olga and Natasha’ (in fact Natasha 
Skarginska, Bax’s ladylove, and Olga Antonietti who had accompanied them) and dated 1910, the 
period of them both and the first draft of the First Sonata. 

TOCCATA
This brilliant piano piece dates from 1913 but appears not to have been associated with either 
of his lady piano champions of the time – Myra Hess and Harriet Cohen. There is no surviving 
manuscript but when it was published in 1920 it bore a dedication to Hamilton Harty, who though 
best remembered as both conductor and composer, was also a fine pianist who often appeared 
as accompanist. 

THE PRINCESS’S ROSE GARDEN
This is an escapist piece if ever there was one. This haunted nocturne was at first called ‘Berceuse’ 
and dates from January 1915. While it was clearly written for Harriet Cohen it was first played by 
Myra Hess on 29 April 1915 and was published soon after. 

IN A VODKA SHOP
Also written in 1915 and first played by Myra Hess in April, this piece is like the First Sonata, a 
Russian souvenir; but a good tempered one. An extended dance, coarse and rough in its changing 
rhythms, a pounding piece of some power; first published in 1915.

THE MAIDEN WITH THE DAFFODIL
Yet another piece from January 1915, but very different to the previous piece. One feels sure Bax 
could endlessly improvise such pieces to impress his lady friends, and so producing three in such 
quick succession was his way of showing off. This is almost a Pre-Raphaelite painting; elaborate, 
as was all Bax’s piano music at this early date, but ‘fresh and inno cent’ also. Bax presented this 
piece to Harriet after she had attended a tea party wearing a single daffodil. It was accompanied 
by a short poem beginning :

This for the maiden with the daffodil
Whose fingers’ intricate enchantments fill
Our ears with far strayed echoes of Romance
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development is interrupted suddenly in its centre by a long passage marked Lento. Very still and 
concentrated which seems to hint at the orthodox slow movement of a three-movement sonata. 
The material rocks gently round G major, and confirms the impression that all the themes have 
been generated by the opening device of decorating a rhetorically repeated note. This practice 
holds a Bax sonata structure together by subtle means, and gives an air of kinship to all its 
themes. This sonata in particular would be vindicated by Hans Keller’s principle of ‘Functional 
Analysis’. The development proceeds after this interlude with a rising climax ending in music 
marked Trionfale which suddenly sinks exhausted into the bass. From here the dark sounds of 
the opening are heard, and the recapitulation begins in a G minor that moves swiftly to D major 
and then modulates broadly. This music has a glittering passion, and we are obviously being led 
up to something. When it arrives it is the G major subject that entered immediately after the slow 
introduc tion, now hurled out in sharp Petrouchka discords. This great climax collapses suddenly, 
and there follows a typical Bax ‘Epilogue’ (though not named as such): four pages of enchanted 
music, still and sweetly singing. It has one small climax, and ends with the dark theme of the 
introduction, now serene in G major. 

THE SLAVE GIRL
In 1919 this was very much a spin-off from Bax’s new-found friendship with the ballerina Tamara 
Karsavina of the Diaghilev ballet, whom he had admired from afar before the Great War, and 
with whom he now worked on J M Barrie’s whimsical play The Truth About the Russian Dancers. 
Composed as an interlude for Karsavina in 1919 or early 1920, this ballet movement was premiered 
by Harriet Cohen at Wigmore Hall in June 1920 and then played by her for Karsavina and Laurent 
Novikoff to dance at the London Coliseum, where it was first seen on 29 November 1920, and to 
which they presented a ‘fierce and strange dance’.  

WHAT THE MINSTREL TOLD US (Ballad)
This long, stormy, and rhapsodical piece, although written in 1919 and published in 1920, has all 
the marks of an early work of Bax. It is full of the heavy ornamentation and rich textures that 
belong to the period of the first piano and violin sonatas. Yet it opens very simply, with some 
‘harp’ chords, and an unaccompanied recitative for the ‘Minstrel’. This tune is taken up and 
elaborated with some complex arabesques, dies away morendo, and gives way to a fierce rising 
climax, Allegro feroce. This culminates in fiercely chattering music full of barbaric rhythms (the 
apotheosis of this feature of Bax is the wild dance of the last movement of his fifth symphony) 
which culminates in a tremendous statement of the opening ‘harp’ chords. The recitative follows 
quietly, accom panied this time, there are a few arpeggios, and the piece ends with very quiet, very 
widely spaced chords.

In the music much play is made with very high clear passage-work, and we are left confused 
because Harriet Cohen’s hair was jet black, while the piece’s ending suggests that the girl may 
have had ‘cheveux de lin’. 

APPLE-BLOSSOM-TIME
Another innocent escapist piece by Bax – showing no trace or awareness of the War – written in 
May and dedicated to Bax’s friend the composer Sam Hartley Braithwaite. This was the time 
of bad Zeppelin raids on central London and the Baxes – with two young children – decided to 
move out to Marlow in Buckinghamshire, where doubtless the apple blossom was a delight. Also 
published in 1915 it was first performed in November by a now forgotten pianist Phyllis Emanuel 
in a War Emergency Entertainment Concert.   

SLEEPY-HEAD
This is the only music that Arnold Bax dedicated to his wife – perhaps suggesting that although 
in 1915 his later mistress, the young Harriet Cohen was already around, his affection for his wife 
was still very real. It is the last of the number of pieces with very similar character istics that Bax 
published with Augener in 1915. They are all colourful in a particular way, not the stormy, rather 
dark-hued music of the later years, but full of vivid, limpid, al most pretty colours. This piece 
exploits every device of harmony and texture to depict its subject; just a glance at the score makes 
one drowsy! But it sings too, with a lovely tune and the ending is enchanting. Dated 24 May 1915. 

A MOUNTAIN MOOD
This ‘melody and three variations’ is dated 2 September 1915 and is dedicated to ‘Tania who 
plays it perfectly’. Tania was, of course, one of Arnold’s pet names for Harriet. (‘Tania’ came from 
the days of the pre-war Russian ballet when all Bax’s circle gave each other such names.  Freda 
Swain, wife of Bax’s friend Arthur Alexander was so irritated by it all she called Harriet ‘Tania 
Tomkins’.)

DISC TWO

WINTER WATERS
But now the mood reflected in Bax’s music changes. Also dated September 1915, Winter Waters is 
almost the quintessential Bax piano piece. A ‘tragic landscape’’ of haunting and for bidding power, 
it is not far in spirit from Holst’s Egdon Heath and Sibelius’ Tapiola. A lengthy work, much play is 
made with a dark beating in the bass, and the cold or bitter effect of perfect and diminished fifths 
and fourths. It was published in 1918 and first performed by Harriet Cohen in one of her earliest 
appearances at Æolian Hall, in June 1919.
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DREAM  IN EXILE (Intermezzo)
‘Affectionately’ dedicated to Bax’s piano teacher Tobias Matthay, this dates piece from February 
1916 and was published in 1918. Simple in texture for a piece by Bax, it is only in two parts for 
a lot of the time, two parts widely spaced, the top one singing, the lower a trickle of sound. It is 
a wistful piece, full of the melancholy of dreams, with richer music in its centre, but beginning 
and ending very quiet and clear. The exile is clearly from Bax’s beloved Ireland which he had not 
visited since 1914 and yet here Bax is almost anticipating his reaction to the Easter Rising, still 
two months away. 

NEREID
This piece is dated 24 March 1916 and was first called ‘Ideala’. Regularly played by Harriet Cohen 
she included a discussion of it in her book Music’s Handmaid, published in 1936. However, when 
she quoted Bax she was surely being a little ingenuous. She wrote: ‘Bax often told me that he 
considers this music to be directly derived from nature. When he wrote this piece . . . he had 
vaguely in mind some sort of water nymph of Greek mythological times.’ Bax did write a poem 
called ‘Ideala’ also the first title of this piece. There the second verse may have some resonance 
with his marital problems in 1916 – 

But now love’s cup of storms I drain;
And from the skies my dreams have fled,
And wrecked are all my gates of gold;
Before my eyes new seas are rolled,
And sorrowful lands of mist and rain.

In a newspaper interview Bax himself described it as ‘nothing but tone colour – changing 
effects of tone’ After Iris Loverige’s Bax LPs appeared Lewis Foreman had tea with Harriet Cohen 
and in her inimitable rhetorical histrionic way she asked: ‘Tell me, my dear, who is this woman?’. 
In fact she knew damn well who Iris Loveridge was – the excellent pianist who since the war on 
several occasions had stood into the breach for Harriet when she had been unable to play, and 
who, by then could probably play the pieces better than Harriet then could.  

The Easter Rising in Dublin took place on Monday 24 April 1916 and after that such piano 
pieces were clearly impossible for Bax for a time.  

ON A MAY EVENING
Bax returned to solo piano music in 1918 with two miniatures that seem perfectly to recapture 
the forgotten world of the earlier part of the First World War. And yet - and yet – we only have to 
hear the inflection of the warm tune which opens the proceedings or the Irishness of the jig which 
forms the middle section of this miniature tone poem to realise that Bax’s imagination is back 

in Ireland – and he is remembering his early days and the spring in Renville and Glencolumcille 
in the west.   

ROMANCE
‘Dreamy and passionate’—Bax at his most romantic. In the main it exploits the effect of luscious 
tunes and harmon ies over a rocking bass, and its opening is dark; the progress is towards the limpid 
and songful close. Dedicated to Harriet soon after he left his wife, this piece has autobiographical 
and programmatic connotations and was later scored and re-worked by Bax in the slow movement 
of this Fourth Symphony. Early on it was erroneously listed by the Musical Times with the title 
‘Love Song’, possibly the mask slipping unintentionally and underlining its real intent.

WHIRLIGIG
Completed on 1 July 1919 this short piece was published soon afterwards. It was dedicated to 
another of Bax’s female contemporaries from the Royal Academy, in this case Irene Scharrer. A 
simple moto perpetuo with a very short dreamy middle-section it is purely intended as a brilliant 
concert encore.   

SONATA No. 2  IN G MAJOR (1919 revised 1920)
This is possibly the finest of Bax’s works for solo piano, and certainly his best-known sonata. 
Published in 1921, it has something in common with the vast and stormy piano quintet; it 
came at the end of a period devoted to the ‘Russian’ piano works (In a Vodka Shop, First Piano 
Sonata, etc.), the Celtic symphonic poems (The Garden of Fand, In the Faery Hills) and the early 
chamber music, and immediately preceding the First Symphony. Like its predecessor, it is in one 
continuous movement. It begins with a long section marked Lento. Tenebroso, in G minor. This 
opens with a quietly thundering figure, based on the tonic chord of C minor, in the deep bass; over 
this shadowy shapes begin to form and dissolve. They vanish into the bass figure, which becomes 
a series of tonic sevenths, still in C minor; in the middle register, sandwiched between notes of 
this chord, the first important subject is played by the two hands at the interval of an octave; 
and, like the first sonata also, this tends to centre round a single note, as if in ornamentation 
of it; in this case E-flat. After the statement of this theme the music returns to the atmospheric 
sounds of the opening. After a fresh state ment of this subject, this time in F minor, the music 
moves away from the orbit of C minor for the first time, into the extreme sharp keys. From here 
a loud climax and some twisting modulations propel the music into G major, Moderato Eroico. 
Brazen and Glittering where a theme is hurled out which insists on G-natural in the same way 
that the subject of the introduction insisted on E-flat. This carries all before it for some pages, 
with one or two short interruptions of slow tempo, until another important subject is reached, 
Allegro moderato in E minor. This is a typical Bax second subject, lyrical, hesitant, haunting, over 
an ostinato bass. This moves imperceptibly into the development section. This long and stormy 
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Iris Loveridge, Piano

 DISC ONE
 1  Piano Sonata No. 1 in F-sharp Minor 
  (1910; rev.1917-21)* (18’43”)
 2  Concert Valse in E-flat (1910)***** (6’52”)
  Two Russian Tone-Pictures (1912)****  
 3  Nocturne: May Night in the Ukraine (7’30”)
 4  National Dance: Gopak (5’33”)
 5  Toccata (1913)***** (6’02”)
 6  The Princess’s Rose Garden (1915)***** (7’36”)
 7  In a Vodka Shop (1915)*** (3’44”)
 8  The Maiden with the Daffodil (1915)*** (4’16”)
 9  Apple-Blossom-Time (1915)***** (3’44”)
 10 Sleepy-Head (1915)**** (5’00”)
 11 A Mountain Mood (1915)***** (5’16”)
   (74’25”)
  DISC TWO
 1  Winter Waters (1915)*** (6’38”) 
 2  Dream in Exile (Intermezzo) (1916)** (8’31”)
 3  Nereid (1916)***** (4’05”)
 4  On a May Evening (1918)***** (6’55”)
 5  A Romance (1918)**** (5’25”) 
 6  Whirligig (1919)***** (3’32”)
 7  Piano Sonata No. 2 in G 
  (1919; rev. 1920)** (24’07”)
 8  The Slave Girl (1919)***** (4’30”)
 9  What the Minstrel told us (Ballad) (1919)** (9’44”)
   (73’32”)

DISC THREE
 1  Ceremonial Dance (1920)* (3’36”)
 2  Serpent Dance (1920)* (3’33”)
 3  Water Music (1920)* (5’12”)
 4  Lullaby (1920)*** (3’51”) 
 5  Burlesque (1920)**** (3’10”) 
 6  Country-Tune (1920)* (2’13”)
 7  A Hill Tune (1920)* (4’11”)
 8  Mediterranean (1920)* (3’19”)
 
Piano Sonata No. 3 in G-sharp Minor (1926)*** (25’00”)
 9  1st Movement: Allegro moderato (10’17”)
 10 2nd Movement: Lento moderato (8’30”)
 11 3rd Movement: Allegro (6’13”)
 12 Pæan (Passacaglia) (1928)** (3’18”)
 
Piano Sonata No. 4 in G (1932)**** (16’34”)
 13 1st Movement: Allegro Giusto (5’35”)
 14 2nd Movement: Allegretto quasi Andante (5’08”)
 15 3rd Movement: Allegro (5’55”)
 16 O Dame get up and bake your pies (1945)*** (2’47”)
   (76’58”)

ARNOLD BAX (1883-1953)
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